NIT Raipur was granted the license to organise its first independent TED conference in 2017. The purpose of bringing this, world recognised conference to the institute, was to bring innovators and achievers from various walks of life to NIT Raipur via a platform as huge as TED. TEDxNITRaipur also serves as a platform for the students and local talents to showcase themselves at the global level.

TEDxNITRaipur 2017

- 26th March 2017
- Renowned personalities, scientists and great visionaries graced the event with their presence.
- Entrepreneurs like Hardik Dave and Siddharth Mehta inspired all the budding entrepreneurs.
- Dr Manisha Khaladkar a well-known scientist and Nishant Patel an avid gamer were also a part of the event.
- Founder and CTO of WittyFeed, Shashank Vaishnav addressed the gathering with his energetic talk.

TEDxNITRaipur 2018

- 17th March 2018
- Prominent personalities like Prabhu Chawla who was the host of Seedhi Baat on Aaj Tak, Rajat Bansal, currently the Commissioner of Raipur and Sharon Prabhakar, a celebrated pop singer, successfully delivered their TEDx Talk thereby justifying the theme of Echoing Ideas.
- Dr Noe Alba-Baena, an eminent professor at UACJ, Mexico, Karan Deb, a dedicated football coach and researcher and Vipul Singh Tapas, a solo street play artist were a celebrated part of this year’s event.
● 9th March 2019

● TVS Apache Pro presented an energetic Bike Stunt as a pre TEDx celebration. The performance saw a large number of audience and was very entertaining.

● This year’s event had luminaries from versatile backgrounds. Major Mohommed Ali Shah who is a defence analyst, Shiv Anant Taya, an IAS Officer, Saurabh Dwivedi who set up his own News Portal “Lallantop” delivered wonderful talks.

● Fashion Icon Shreeradhe Khanduja, a famous Storyteller Ankit Dwivedi and an 18 year old prodigy Jatin Wahane were amongst the speakers who delivered highly intellectual and productive talks.